omission and to say whether its correction will lead only to a new interpretation of the constants of our equations or to an actual change of their form. Another simplification is the neglect of polar and excited states: While there is reason to assume that their influence is small, its exact estimate is still lacking. Further inaccuracies were discussed in our preceding paper: The use of Bloch's periodicity condition in place of the actual border conditions, the restriction to interactions between adjacent atoms and to first order perturbations. With these omissions the mathematical side of the theory becomes simple and elegant and, as the preceding sections show, it is sufficient to represent the actual conditions at low temperatures. However, the prospects of carrying this treatment to a higher degree of approximation are not very favorable. The mathematical simplicity is lost and the theory becomes rather cumbersome because one has to increase the accuracy in so many different directions, For determining the Curie point one should, perhaps, try a different approach to the problem, for instance, that recently outlined by L. Brillouin'1 although it seems that this method, too, is difficult to be carried through without considerable idealizations. 9 We infer this from the fact that our formula (8) with a suitably chosen constant represents well the saturation curves obtained by Weiss and his pupils for heterocrystalline materials.
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1 R. I. Allen and F. W. Constant, Phys. Rev., 44, 228 (1933 9 We infer this from the fact that our formula (8) with a suitably chosen constant represents well the saturation curves obtained by Weiss and his pupils for heterocrystalline materials.
10The formula given by Bloch (note 5) leads to a still much slower decline than ours. 11 L. Brillouin, Journ. Phys. et le Rad., 3, 373, 565 (1932); 4, 1 (1933 The following examples make clear a certain duality in interpolation to analytic functions by rational functions; reversal of the rBles of prescribed poles and points of interpolation reverses the region or regions of convergence, provided the bounding curves remain unchanged.
Ia. If the function f(z) is analytic for z I < R, then the sequence of VOL. 19, 1933 rational functions of respective degrees n uith poles at infinity (i. e., sequence of polynomials in z of degree n) and which interpolate to f(z) in the origin, converges uniformly to f(z) for z . R. Ib. If the function f(z) is analytic for z 2 R, then the sequence of rational functions of respective degrees n with poles at the origin (i. e., sequence of polynomials in l/z of degree n) and which interpolate to f(z) at infinity, converges uniformly to f(z) for z I 2 R.
IIa. If the function f(z) is analytic for I p(z) .
, then the sequence of rational functions of respective degrees vn-1 with poles at infinity (i. e., sequence of polynomials in z of degree vn-1) and which interpolate to f(z) in the points Zk each considered of multiplicity n, converges uniformly to f(z) for p(z) _ ,u.
, then the sequence of rational functions of respective degrees vn with poles in the points Zk each of multiplicity n and which interpolate to f(z) at infinity, converges uniformly to f(z) for p(z) ! ,u.
IIIa. rf the function f(z) is analytic for z < R, A < R < B, then the sequence of rational functions of respective degrees n with poles in the n points (B")1/" and which interpolate to f(z) in the n + 1 points (A'+1)i(i+1) converges uniformly to f(z) for z . R.
IIIb. If the function f(z) is analytic for z | R, A < R < B, then the sequence of rational functions of respective degrees n with poles in the n points (A")11" and which interpolate to f(z) in the n + 1 points (Bn+i)I/(x+i) converges uniformly to f(z) for z I 2 R.
IVa. If the function f(z) is analytic for 1/R < z _ R > 1, then the sequence of rational functions of respective degrees 2n whose poles lie in the origin and the point at infinity each of multiplicity n and which interpolate to f(z) in the (2n + 1)st roots of unity, converges to f(z) for 1/R . z I _ R.
IVb. If thefunctionf(z) is analytic for z < 1/R and for z 2 R > 1, then the sequence of rational functions of respective degrees 2n-1 whose poles lie in the (2n -1)st ropts of unity and which interpolate to f(z) in the origin and point at infinity each of multiplicity n, converges to f(z) for z j < 1R and for Iz|I R.
In each of these theorems we are dealing with the extended plane, i.e., with the plane closed by the adjunction of the point at infinity. A rn(z) of respective degrees n with poles in the points ai,n which interpolate to f(z) in the points p3in converges to f(z) uniformly in D2.
In (1), the fraction on the left is intended to represent an analytic function of degree n + 1 whose zeros are the points 3,in and whose poles are the points atin plus the point at infinity. In case a point ain or #in is at infinity, this notation requires some formal modification, and the same is true of the equations below.
(Z -011) (Z -a2.) ... (Z -Mn n) (t -fln) (t-82n) .. * * t-n+1l,n) (t-2) for z in D2. The integrand (for z on C and t on r) may be split into three factors, one of which behaves in modulus like R", one of which behaves in modulus like 1/R' and the third of which is uniformly bounded. Consequently the left-hand member approaches zero uiniformly for z on C, hence uniformly for z in D2, and the theorem is proved.
Under broad restrictions on the function (D (z), it is true that iff (s) is analytic on the closed set D1, then the sequence rn (s) converges to f(s) uniformly on that closed set.
Equation (1) The points a,. and 8%. need not be defined for every n.
Condition (1) (5) t-z n (Z_°tln) * * * (Z°ln,x)(t -n) ... (t -i6x+ ,n)(t z) and equation (2) is found formally by multiplying (5) through by f(t)dt/ (2ri) and integrating over r. The new formal expansion is justified if the right-hand member of (5) approaches zero uniformly for t on r with suitable restrictions on z, f(z) and the i,,. Equation (5) corresponds, if z is considered variable, to interpolation to the function 1/(t -z) in the points pix by a rational function of degree n with poles in the points ajx; but if t is considered variable, equation (5) corresponds to interpolation to the function 1/(t -z) in the points aix (and infinity counted twice) by a rational function of degree n + 1 with poles in the points 6i.. It frequently occurs in practice that this exceptional interpolation at infinity can be replaced by interpolation in two suitably chosen additional points a,+l,, and an+2,fl. Under such circumstances, if the right-hand member of (5) approaches zero uniformly for t on a curve or set of curves r and z on a curve or set of curves C, if r bounds a closed region or set of closed regions DI containing none of the points aj,t all the points ftin, and containing a set of closed regions D2 bounded by C, and if C bounds a closed region or set of closed regions D' containing none of the points pi,, all the points am, and containing a set of closed regions D' bounded by r, then the sequence offunctions r"(z) of respective degrees n with poles in the points aix found by interpolktion in the points PSin to a function f(z) analytic in DI converges to f(z) in D2; the sequence offunctions rn+i(z) of respective degrees n + 1 with poles in the points A,,found by interpolation in the points ai, to afunctionf(z) analytic in Di converges to f(z) in D'. The proof may be given directly from (5) and (2). The general theorem involving condition (1) is a special case, but one which is in rather more manageable form.
It is not unusual for the development of an analytic function f(z) in a series of polynomials pn(z) (for example, Legendre polynomials) to be derived by contour integration from the development 1 = (Z)qn(t); t-z it frequently occurs that a function f(z) analytic in a region or set of regions can be developed in terms of the p.(z), and that a function q(t) analytic on the complementary set can be developed in terms of the q. (t). Nevertheless, the remark we have made relative to interpolation seems to be new, and subject to many applications other than those we have given here. In particular, our remark applies to such series as ( -,i)(z-(z -a.ba)(z -Pi)(z -a2).. .(z -) (Z -afl)(Z -a!2) . * * (X -an)'
The former series corresponds to a sequence of rational functions of respective degrees n with poles in the points a,, all ... . ao found from f(z) by interpolation at infinity; the latter series corresponds to a sequence of rational functions of respective degrees n with poles at infinity found from f(z) by interpolation in the points Pi, f2, .* . . ,,+1
